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EASTER
MESSAGE
It is a difficult time in the world and in a global sense we do
seem to be moving from one crisis to another. In uncertain
times education takes on a new importance and it is ever more
important that we work together to secure the best possible
outcomes for our students. Our focus is very much on our
examination students who sit formally public examinations for
the first time starting in May. I am pleased that we have seemed
to have got back into the normal routines that existed prepandemic. After-school and holiday extra-sessions are being
well-attended and the pressure is mounting on both teachers
(who are working hard to complete teaching programmes) and
students (who are preparing for the forth coming examinations).

I am very pleased that the majority of our students dress very
smartly for school, that they bring the appropriate equipment,
leave mobile phones at home and behave responsibly as they
make their way to and from school. We have had to speak to a
number of students to remind them that escooters are banned.
Please note that jewellery is limited to one pair of plain gold or
silver studs (in the lower lobe only) for girls. A reminder also that
chewing gum is strictly prohibited.

The popularity of our school continues to rise and we anticipate
the largest Year 7 cohort that I remember. We are encouraging
Year 11s to stay into our vibrant and high achieving sixth form.
Our sixth form students are thoughtful, kind and reflective young
people who are generally excellent role models for younger
years. I am very pleased that we have some excellent offers this
year from Oxbridge and Russell Group universities. We continue
to exhort our students to take up places in higher education
(despite rising costs) as a university education gives them the
best opportunities to fulfil their personal potential in the future.

We are delighted that our sporting teams continue to develop
and thrive. Our boys’ football teams have recently completed
their league and cup fixtures, with both the Year 11 and 9
teams narrowly missing out on the Barnet Cup Final, with both
teams, unfortunately, conceding late goals in extra-time. Boys’
basketball continues to be extremely popular, with the Year 10s
looking forward to their upcoming Barnet Cup Final match, after
already securing the Barnet League Championships. Trampoline
also, continues to be popular amongst our students and we are
delighted to be entering Year 7,8 and 9 teams into the Borough
Tournaments in late April.

We are all broken-hearted to see the tragedy that is unfolding in
Ukraine. We are doing our very best in the school to support our
students. We are giving them opportunities to talk and pastoral
support that they need to come to terms with a troubled and
fast-changing world. The ‘Student Well-Being Space’ has been
introduced which provides a space every day at lunchtime for
students to go to speak to a teacher, get advice or support, or
have some quiet time.
I am, of course, aware that times are hard, that the cost of living is
rising, and there are pressures on household budgets like never
before. Despite this, our school body is continuing to donate to
our charity collections and I have been moved by the generosity
of our students and staff to our Ukraine appeal, and by the many
who have brought in Easter eggs for less-fortunate children in
the area. The students are looking forward to a non-uniform day
in the last week of term, which will raise even more money for our
Easter charities.
World Book Day gave an opportunity for staff to dress up and
extol the virtues of reading widely. Literacy is the bedrock on
which a good education is built and we will give reading material
to our lower school students to encourage them to read over
the Easter holidays. We are not complacent about Covid 19 and
students and staff are taking necessary steps to avoid further
large outbreaks.
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We are sorry to say goodbye to Mr Tobler (Geography Teacher),
Mr Reed (Head of Year 11) who started with us in 2015, and
Ms Venables (MFL Teacher) who is going on maternity leave.
We wish them well in their new endeavours.

Opportunities and demand for our female sports teams has
grown considerably, with Year 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11 football teams
and Year 7, 8 and 9 netball teams representing in Barnet School’s
Competition as well as various friendly competitions. We are aso
excited for our upcoming Athletics and Summer programme,
with our most successful athletes hoping to represent the
English School Athletics Association once again.
I commend to you this edition of The Douglass, which showcases
the work of our students and the activities which have taken
place this term.
I wish you a happy and holy Easter break and look forward to
welcoming students back in school at the normal time, ready
to start the Summer Term on Tuesday 19th April.
Martin Tissot, Headteacher

Michelle Henderson, Head of School
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CURRICULUM SUCCESS
National Poetry Day

Venture to the National
Archives

Year 8 student Khadijah crafted a wonderful
poem inspired by her current study in
English of “Poetry through the ages” in
which students have tracked different
poetic movements over time. With World
Poetry Day on March 21st, this seems like an
excellent time to harness students’ poetic
skills! Khadijah’s poem, a celebration of
spring, is a pastoral poem which deals with
the fleeting nature of the spring season itself.

On the 3rd of March, Year 10 had the
opportunity of a lifetime to visit the National
Archives, to widen our knowledge of
Medicine in World War I. Upon arrival,
we were told to wash our hands as we
will be directly in contact with 100-yearold documents! Through learning about
specific case studies such as trench foot
and shellshock, we gained a greater insight
into how treatments were done through the
Chain of Evacuation and the conditions and
pressures medical officers had to endure.
We also had the chance to see important
historical artefacts for ourselves: the military
records of both Wilfred Owen (the poet
behind the poem Dulce et Decorum Est)
and Walter Tull (the first black officer to lead
white British soldiers into battle), and we
learnt that Wilfred Owen died during the
attack on the German-held Sambre Canal,
and Walter Tull suffered from shell shock.
All in all, this was a great experience that will
make a great impact towards our education,
help us with our GCSEs and have a lasting
effect in our lives.
Sunday Ip and Tre-Kwan McPherson,
Year 10
Bishop Douglass School The Douglass
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CURRICULUM SUCCESS
The Art Department
A strength of our school, the art
department have already seen
fantastic flair, creative skill, and
emerging artists across the school
this year. Take a look at just a small
selection of our students’ work
produced this year – I am sure you
will agree we have many budding
Picassos and O’Keefes in our midst!

Nathanielle, 10C

Julia, 11C

Agrin, 11O

Gabriela, 8M

Hiva, 11W

Business Studies
As part of their Year 13 Business Studies, students have been participating in
a recruitment and selection process. Students have researched a company of
their choosing to apply for a job that they aspire to apply for in the near future,
developing their communication, presentation and interviewing skills and
constructing a foundation to support them in future career decisions.
In addition, students created CVs and covering letters for these particular roles
and worked in small groups to support their personal and professional
development. Students have enjoyed the experience of the recruitment and
selection process and feel more confident in their abilities to perform in these
environments. Well done Year 13!

Bishop Douglass School The Douglass
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CURRICULUM SUCCESS
The show must go on!
This term in Drama, Key Stage 4 and Key Stage 5 students have
collaborated and worked incredibly hard on both scripted and devised
pieces for their GCSE and A Level performance exams. Year 11 and 13
students skilfully performed extracts from a range of contemporary
texts, whilst Year 10 and 12 students created their own imaginative and
inventive pieces of theatre from scratch.

Computer
science and ICT
department

These performances explored a range of issues from the consequences
of peer pressure and gang violence to three Palestinian immigrants
illegally travelling to the UK in search of a better life. Students should be
extremely proud of the passion and effort that they put into their exam
pieces and how successfully these were executed. Well done!

We celebrate another fantastic
term as our Year 7-9 students
enjoyed a range of content
designed to enhance their
transferable skills. Year 7s have
been busy learning Python
programming for the very first
time, confidently using the
fundamentals of programming
from scratch and applying it to
Python. Students are passionate
about creating programmes
for a range of mini tasks in
preparation for their practical
assessment before the Easter
break.
Year 8 students have upskilled
Microsoft Excel knowledge
which will be beneficial in the
coming years, as they will have
to utilise the programme in other
subjects. Finally, our Year 9s
have developed their knowledge
of both programming and
computer networks.

Bishop Douglass School The Douglass
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CURRICULUM SUCCESS
National Careers Week
This term, we celebrated National Careers Week
with a range of speakers and activities for students.
We were delighted to be visited by Formula One
McLaren representative Katie Neck, mental health
practitioner Katie Hull and sales manager, Ooma
Gurewaan.
Students had the opportunity to listen to and ask
visitors questions, attend drop down sessions to
go into more detail, and explore their futures and
personal development.

Careers Education
Students have continued to learn about careers
in their personal development sessions in
Apprenticeship and Careers Week.
We were delighted to be joined by a wide
range of visitors including Professor Achille who
is an ex-pupil and professor at Westminster
University. It is really important to us that our
students meet employers and continue to have
the very best careers education, and we are
incredibly proud that 97% of our graduating
students have gone to university with the other
3% achieving apprenticeships or work.
Students have been offered a range of
summer programs and we are delighted to
have applicants to Imperial College Medical
and STEM Summer Schools in Year 11. We are
looking forward to work experience with all
Year 10 and Year 12 students throughout wider
horizons week in July.

Bishop Douglass School The Douglass
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CURRICULUM SUCCESS
Congratulations
Manuel!

Year 10 French students celebrate
“La Chandeleur”

We would like to extend our
congratulations to Manuel
(10C) for his outstanding
efforts in his mock GCSE
Sociology paper. Having
received top marks and
an impressive 12/12 for
his response to ‘Discuss
how far sociologists agree
that feminism has led to a
change in gender roles within
families’, we are certain he will
go on to repeat his success
when sitting the exam.
Not only was his response
excellent and met all
requirements for the top band
mark, but he applied theory,
concepts, and evidence
in his answer, displayed
evidence of knowledge and
understanding of theories,
and used a wide range of
specialist terms alongside a
critical analysis and evaluation
with well-constructed
arguments and judgements.
Keep up the good work!

Exactly 40 days after Christmas in France, French people
commemorate Mary’s adherence to the Mosaic Law as she entered
the Temple for the ritual purification, as explained in Leviticus
12:2-8. The custom is that in every Christian household, families
celebrate “La Chandeleur”– Candlemas – by making pancakes. Our
Year 10 students thoroughly enjoyed honouring the celebration –
take a look!

UKMT Maths Challenge
The maths department regularly participates and enters students
into prestigious Mathematics competitions organised by the
UKMT (UK Mathematics Trust), a charity which organises national
mathematics competitions and other mathematical enrichment
activities for 11-18-year-old students in the UK. Students across
Year 9-11 have recently sat the Intermediate Challenge and we are
pleased to share many students celebrated fantastic achievements,
with many moving on to the next round.
Well done to all those who took part!
Bishop Douglass School The Douglass
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ENRICHMENT
The Access Project
On 12th of March, five Year 12 students travelled to the
University of Oxford with The Access Project as part of their
participation on the Oxbridge Society. Wilma, Gelila, Raine,
Illea and Anuk visited Magdalene College and Keble College.
They joined Access Project students from across the country
and enjoyed a tour of the colleges, including a visit to
Magdalene’s famous deer park, lunch in the great hall, a talk
from admissions tutors and mock tutorials with university
students and fellows. When asked about the tutorials, students
found them fascinating and engaging. When one student
was asked, “Where do you see yourself in five years?”, they
responded “Studying here!” Watch this space!

Checkmate!

World Book Day

Over the last two years, our
resident Chess Club have met
virtually, using the Lichess
website to play Chess online.
At the end of last term, our
players unanimously decided
to bring back chess boards
and pieces, however, there
continues to be a brief
tournament on Lichess every
Friday lunchtime, for those
who wish to continue playing
online.

On the 3rd of March we celebrated World Book Day alongside over 100
countries across the globe. This year we decided on a theme of “Twisted
Fairy tales” and we were not disappointed! Alongside the dressing up
we enjoyed quizzes, competitions and workshops running throughout
the school day with students harnessing the opportunity to write a fairy
tale set in the post Pandemic age.
A big congratulations to Rosa
(7C), Brandon (7F), Isabel (7O)
Madame Lewinton and
Mr Bent who all
won prizes for the best
costumes on the day!

In recent weeks, the club
has been looking at winning
games by making checkmate
with the King and Queen
against a solitary King. A
risky move, this tactic has
the potential to go wrong,
as there are many ways that
stalemate can be produced
and the player who should
lose then gets a draw (as does
the player who should have
won). Come join us Friday
after school to try your hand!
Bishop Douglass School The Douglass

Basketball
Victory
We are thrilled to share with
our school community that our
Year 10 Basketball team won the
league pools this term, winning
the first sports silverware of the
academic year! Congratulations
for all involved for your fantastic
skills and sportsmanship.
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ENRICHMENT
Year 8 Jack Petchey Spark
Programme
This term, Year 8 had the last session of the Sparks Programme,
hosted by the Jack Petchey Foundation, aiming to help
students and young adults fulfil their potential.
Staff and students have been enticed by the wide range
of tasks and activities the foundation provided for us. For
example, competing in surprisingly challenging tasks, working
together simultaneously to achieve goals and teaching us that
‘team work makes the dream work’ really is true – and that we
have to stay optimistic and be determined.
The programme has been an eye-opening experience for us,
helping us to find our ‘Sparks’ – something that interests us or
we are good at – and keeping them alive and sharing them. It
was a nice and simple way to show us how we are all unique
and have unique sparks. It was really fun! Thank you Jack
Petchey Spark Team! Steevan 8C

Year 13 Geography Residential trip
Year 13 Geography students recently ventured on a residential
trip to Overstrand, Norfolk, where they embarked on day
trips to the local beaches to collect data, worked on their
coursework and had some well-deserved breaks for some
recreational activities. The highlight of the trip, other than the
fantastic Geography observed on the beaches, was the fierce
battle on the laser tag field. The staff and students played a
number of rounds of laser tag in and amongst the forest cover,
each team aiming to be more tactical and successful than each
other.
The trip was a wonderful opportunity for students to observe a
variety of different coastal defences on different beaches. The
variations in these defences encouraged a lot of deep thought
and further research in order to assess their effectiveness.
Whilst we were all reminded of the destructive power of the
waves as we saw evidence of concrete sea walls being eroded
by the force of the water.

Bishop Douglass School The Douglass

Highly Able
Students continue to be set stretching and
challenging work to ensure they fulfil their
potential, are inspired to strive for the very
best opportunities, and are continually
stimulated to deepen their subject
knowledge. Every lesson and homework
includes challenge activities, and we
encourage parents to support higher level
thinking in all our students.
Our Highly Able Year 7 and 8 students
have been attending SAGE Club, with a
number of curriculum representatives,
including History, Geography and
Politics departments who have educated
students about the conflict in Ukraine.
In Sixth Form, students have benefitted
from a wide range of events with UCAS
in preparation for university, including a
number of preparatory talks for Oxbridge
and Russell Group candidates as well as
out-visits to universites.

Cultural Exchange Club
The brainchild of our Year 10
cohort, the Cultural Exchange
Club is the perfect space to learn,
ask questions and share one’s
background experiences with
others. In recent sessions, we have
explored the rich history of South
Africa, learnt how to say hello in
Cantonese and Turkish, discovered
what people do in summer in
Japan, how to spell ‘Chinchilla’ in
Russian, learnt all about St Patrick’s
Day and have been informed how
to make the perfect egg fried
rice! The club hopes to involve
more staff and students to share
their wonderful experiences and
broaden our students’ horizons.
9
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ENRICHMENT
National Theatre Trip
It is fantastic to be able to take students on
culturally enriching trips once more, so when
the National Theatre’s acclaimed experimental
version of Emily Bronte’s masterpiece,
Wuthering Heights opened, it seemed too
good to be true.
Taking Wuthering Heights to a new meaning,
A Level English classes enjoyed the play on
a wet and windy Wednesday. As stated, this
was a very experimental version of the novel
with music to represent some of the symbols
in the novel and even taking a comedic stance
in places. This production definitely divided
students: some loved it and emerged from the
theatre singing, whilst others, perhaps purists,
were outraged by aspects of it. Regardless, it
certainly engendered a lively discussion about
how it was interpreted, and the experience of
an afternoon spent at the National Theatre can
never do anyone any harm!

Gardening Club
The Gardening Club has been hard at
work over the winter, preparing for the
spring and rebuilding after Storm Eunice
severely damaged the greenhouse.
Students have been working on a wide
range of new skills including some basic
woodwork skills, with some students
building a new composter out of recycled
pallets, rebuilding the Bug Hotel and
assembling wooden raised beds, whilst
others have been using their fine art skills
to paint the new bird houses.
The Gardening Club is constantly looking
for ways to improve the biodiversity of the
school grounds and plant and harvest a
variety of crops. Having harvested leeks
and salad leaves throughout winter they
have recently planted onions, potatoes,
salads, strawberries, and squashes.
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Duke of Edinburgh Award
Over the last term many of our students have been working
hard to complete their sections for the prestigious Duke of
Edinburgh Award, having to complete volunteering, skills,
and physical section of the award. This together with their
completion of a successful expedition in the summer term
qualifies them for the Bronze award.
I am very pleased to announce that the following students
have completed their Bronze award during this term:
Mariam, Louisa, Kevin, Anna, Manuel, Elizabeth-Anne, Denis,
Savindi, Nela
This year we have launched the Silver award and have a
number of students from Year 10 upwards signed up for this.
We look forward to congratulating many more students next
term on their Bronze award and in the future on their Silver
awards. We are also excitedly looking ahead to the summer
term when students will be completing their expeditions in the
Chiltern hills.

NSPCC Number Day
Every year a numeracy fundraising event raises money to
support the NSPCC which takes place on the first Friday of
February. NSPCC number day is important, since it allows
children who are not as privileged as us to have access to
a better childhood. School children worldwide take part
in fundraising events to contribute to the NSPCC and host
many fundraising events throughout the day, taking part in
various numeracy-themed activities. At Bishop Douglass,
some of these events were: Guess the number of sweets in
a jar; Numeracy starters in lots
of different subjects; Tuck shop;
School quiz; Form competition;
and Teachers versus students
quiz.
These various activities were very
fun, and I really enjoyed beating
the Year 8 form tutors in the
school quiz - it was an amazing
and unforgettable experience!
Sarah, 8C
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OUR CATHOLIC ETHOS
Preparing for Lent

FROM THE CHAPLAIN’S DESK

Fundraising Appeal

It is also extremely difficult to imagine that joyous season when
the world is plunged in turmoil. We have journeyed through
two years of Pandemic which has left its toll on so many people.
Throughout this pandemic Bishop Douglass has gone above
and beyond for our students and staff as we worked together
“in pursuit of excellence”, as you all know. As things gradually
returned to the new normal, we continue to take precautions
making this a safe place for all. So, signs of hope appeared on the
Horizon only for us to be crushed by the conflict in Ukraine.
In this Lenten Season as we pause to reflect on what we need to
do in our own lives to live in that State of Grace that God offers
us. My prayer is simple. My prayer is short. “Loving God
give us Leaders!”

Father Kevin has been visiting each RE class throughout Lent to
lead them in the sacrament of reconciliation and will be taking
our students through the Stations of the Cross during Lent. Over
the past few months, we have been delighted at the attendance
of our masses and we were delighted to celebrate a whole
school Mass in the sports hall to celebrate Ash Wednesday
and the beginning of Lent.
We have been praying in this time of conflict for peace
throughout the world and have been raising money to support
the refugees of the Ukraine conflict in addition to our usual
Easter Egg appeal. We are collecting Easter Eggs for the Easter
Egg appeal throughout Lent and will be delivering them to the
North London Hospice and Oak Lodge school. We ask that every
student brings in an Easter Egg to support the Catholic ethos
of giving and putting others first.

A Big Thank You…

We have had lots of students expressing an interest in being
a Liturgical Prefect next year, where they can take leadership
across our many religious clubs and societies. A huge thank you
to Anthony Yeboah for all his work supporting as lead liturgical
prefect, we are really grateful for the work the team have done
over the past few years in supporting the religious life of the
school in our clubs and liturgies and we look forward to their
continued contribution to the wider life of the school.

What’s Happening in RE?

Once again RE has continued to be a popular and successful
subject throughout the school. Students have continued to make
excellent progress in their studies: Year 7 have been studying
Sainthood and the Early Church in Britain including key Martyrs
such as Saint Alban; Year 8 have studied prayer and are now
looking at vocation – what our calling is in life, whilst Year 9
have finished studying moral and ethical dilemmas as well as
philosophical problems such as proving God and explaining the
existence of Evil. They will now begin an introduction to Judaism.
Year 10 have continued their full course GCSE with a study of
Catholic Christian sources of wisdom and authority such as
the Magisterium, Conscience and Natural Moral Law. We look
forward to their successes in their Short Course GCSE at the
end of the year. Year 11 have been consolidating their studies in
preparation for their three GCSE papers – Catholic Christianity,
Judaism and Philosophy and Ethics. Year 12 students have been
studying the Trinity and other key Christian beliefs in detail and
Year 13 have been revising for their three exams in Theology,
Philosophy and Ethics.

Easter is a most glorious season. A season of joy, a time of hope
and wonder. God has spoken very clearly of his love for all of
us with the triumph over sin and death. This one thought alone
ought to fill us with incredible delight. As I write, however, we are
still really at the beginning of Lent. The long process of renewal
and conversion has literally just begun. So, a long way off from
that glorious season of joy and hope.

Yes, it is that simple and all of us, no matter who we are, where
we are from or what our beliefs are: we can all say that prayer.
Loving God, give us Leaders!” Leaders are people who will do
their best for the whole and not for personal gain. People are
suffering. People are dying. It seems we do not learn from the
past. We need leaders in the political, financial/business spheres
who would be prepared to put people over profit. Loving God,
give us Leaders prepared to work for peace, work for justice and
work for equality for all your children in this world. The pressing
situation in Ukraine, in the Yemen and Palestine are all deserving
of our prayers. Sometimes, very often in fact, I feel
that the world situation with its conflicts of one kind or another
reflect the conflicts that can go on in our own hearts as we
struggle with daily realities.
This Lent let us make that special effort to focus on what really
matters; the wellbeing of each and every one of us. That’s our
focus in School this Term. When we focus on right relationships,
correct values and a good work ethic I believe we are building
the Leaders of the Future. So, by the time you get to read these
Ramblings of mine the Conflict in Ukraine might be over; the
people in those other strife torn places like Yemen and Palestine
will be striving towards a lasting peace. Above all, when this
period of Lent is over, we know, we are guaranteed that Easter
Sunday will come. That is God’s yes to mankind. May Mankind
hear that YES from God and work together to make this Land a
place fit for the Children of God, for so we are?
Loving God, send us Leaders. Amen.
Throughout these troubled time be assured you are never alone.
God is with us.
Every blessing to you and yours,

Fr. Kevin Ryan, S.X.

Bishop Douglass School The Douglass
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TERM DATES
AUTUMN TERM 2021

First Half: Friday, 3 September – Friday, 22 October

Half-term: Monday, 25 October – Friday, 29 October

Second Half: Monday, 1 November – Friday, 17 December
SPRING TERM 2022

First Half: Tuesday, 4 January – Friday, 11 February (4th January – Inset Day)
Half-term: Monday, 14 February – Friday, 18 February

Second Half: Monday, 21 February – Friday, 1 April (Easter Weekend – 15th -18th April)
SUMMER TERM 2022

First Half: Tuesday, 19 April – Friday, 27 May
Half-term: Monday, 30 May – Friday, 3 June

Second Half: Monday, 6 June – Friday, 22nd July
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